VISION

A world where all children and youth have an equal
opportunity to succeed.

ABOUT OSCAR FOUNDATION
A lack of opportunity continues to be a
major obstacle for children, especially
females, in certain communities in India.
Family pressure to marry early and start
working - at the expense of receiving an
education - is common practice, leading to
high dropout rates and incomes below the
poverty line.
The Organisation for Social Change
Awareness and Responsibility (OSCAR)
Foundation seeks to combat these issues
through football. With weekly training
sessions, the organisation raises awareness
on issues such as decision-making,
hygiene, child marriage and the importance
of education.

OSCAR
FOUNDATION

and follow-up sessions, where participants
attain skills in football coaching and
personal development.

MISSION To use the power of football and a network of
Young Leaders to develop life skills and improve educational
attainment for children from underprivileged communities in
India.

COMMON GOAL SUPPORT IN 2019
2019 IMPACT

“Support from Common Goal in 2019 went
towards the #KickLikeAGirl project. This
enabled us to welcome a number of new
female participants to the programme and
offer increased activities in our effort to
reduce gender-based inequalities.

The Young Leaders’ Programme is at
OSCAR’s core helping young people
build their careers and enabling them
to give back to their communities. The
programme consists of three months of
intensive training including workshops

The improved financial capacity to provide
equal access to the opportunities and
activities we offer, as well as improved
facilities, materials, and quality of
programmes, has enabled us to develop
inspiring female young leaders. The ability
to use funds freely was also vital in catering
to this target group, helping create a
model of success that can guarantee the
sustainable development of young women
and girls in the future.”
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3,049

PEOPLE EMPOWERED
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GIRLS ENROLLED IN FOOTBALL
FOR DEVELOPMENT SESSIONS

3,000

FOOTBALL FOR GOOD SESSIONS
DELIVERED
MARCO
MICALETTO

PROGRAMME SUPPORTED BY COMMON GOAL

PARTICIPANT STORY

KICK LIKE A GIRL
From Mumbai, to Karnataka and
Delhi, young women from challenging
socio-economic backgrounds and
rural communities face huge barriers
in completing their education and
being able to participate in sports.
Restrictions on learning, meaning many
of these girls won’t complete primary or
higher schooling, are worsened by the
effects of poverty and the possibility of
being forced into an arranged marriage.

WHERE
INDIA

Q&A

ONCE I DIDN’T KNOW
HOW TO USE A COMPUTER.
AT OSCAR WE WERE
TAUGHT AND TODAY I FEEL
CONFIDENT USING ONE.”

and teach them how this can be applied
to the delivery of football for social
change activities.

Priya Rathod, 14

Most parents in Priya’s community of Ambedkar Nagar in
Mumbai take a lot of convincing to allow their daughters to
play football. Not Priya’s mother. She herself enrolled Priya,
as well as her older sister and younger brother at OSCAR
Foundation. When neighbours began asking why Priya was
wearing shorts as a girl and voiced their concerns that she
could get injured playing football, Priya’s mother encouraged
her to ignore them.

The young women have become role
models and leaders in the development
of their individual communities. By
challenging long-standing taboos,
they are helping change mind-sets in
regard to gender-based inequalities and
inspiring the next generation of female
young leaders.

Having experienced the negative consequences of going
against societal norms herself, she was determined that
her own children would not face the same fate. Since Priya
began attending OSCAR, her mother has noticed not only the
improvement in her school work, but also in her behaviour.
“I used to use abusive language,” Priya admits. The effects of
learning values like respect and team play on the pitch and
through lifeskills training are beginning to become part of
her everyday life.

Furthermore, playing football for these
young women is deemed subversive,
with the act of playing in shorts
frowned upon.

ASHOK RATHOD
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
What was your main challenge in achieving your goals
in 2019?
With a full-time fundraising team of just two people, it was
challenging to manage fundraising, acquire new donors and meet
deadlines. We received less funds from expected donors due to
the economic slowdown and the challenges it placed on their
respective businesses.
Having less funds makes it difficult for us to strengthen the
organisation’s capacity. We are also unable to book good quality
turfs during the monsoon as it is very expensive.

What is the vision for your organisation for 2020?
We want to increase the ratio of girls in our programme from 30%
to 40%. We hope to consolidate our programmes in the areas where
we operate. We would also like to conduct a thorough review and
update of the curriculum and undertake a social impact study for
the past decade. This would enable us to conduct needs-oriented
strategy planning for the next ten years.

How could Common Goal contribute to your vision?

The ‘kick like a girl’ programme aims
to empower these young women and
girls by helping them identify these
challenges through football-based
capacity building programmes.
The programme focuses on giving
girls between the ages of 15 and 22
continuous support to enhance their
knowledge and skills to become Senior
Young Leaders. The training consists of
a six-day residential course in Mumbai
and a one-day follow-up training in
participants’ local communities. The
idea is to develop leadership and
communication skills for each player

Common Goal enables us to set goals and targets based upon our
needs and to work towards these in a flexible manner.
This, in turn, means that we can stay focussed on our day-today programmes.

HOW IT WORKS
OSCAR Foundation supports young girls and women in under-resourced
areas of India, giving them access to football and using the sport as a
tool to help them overcome gender-based disadvantages.

A message to the FCN team

CHALLENGES

TARGET GROUP

ACTIVITIES

OUTCOMES

• Gender inequality

Girls between the ages of
8-18 who are unable to
complete primary or higher
education, are most likely to
drop out, and receive limited
support to play sport.

• Leadership and personality
development

61

All of the girls that attended the
life skills programme attended
school regularly.

46

50% of these girls are above

• Lack of safe playing
conditions
• Education considered
unimportant

• Effective communication
• Citizenship (rights and duties)
• Management of action/change
at the community level

girls received life skills
training through
football for good
sessions during the year
2019

15 and belong to the highest
education drop-out group among
girls in India.

We are humbled to be selected out of the many other organisations
that work in football for development. We ensure that each penny
will go towards the children that we serve and to create more
young people and young leaders from the grassroots who will
take the programme forward and reach out to many more children
in need. Your support will create many more inspiring stories for
generations to come!

